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Author’s response to reviews:

[1] (Editor's original comment: Please note the role(s) of the funding body (bodies) in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript, which should be declared in the Funding section.)

The changes we made:

Line 36-50, Page 19, we clearly added the role(s) of funding bodies as “Design of the study and collection of data were supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China [grant numbers: 81870624]; Analysis and interpretation of data in this study were financed by another National Natural Science Foundation of China [grant numbers: 81700802]; Manuscript writing was funded by Major Science and Technology Projects of Zhejiang Province [grant numbers: 2017C03046]. ”. Thanks.

[2] (Editor's original comment: Please remove the supplementary files “REV letter BOPH-D-19-00159R2.docx” and the CONSORT guidelines checklist from the manuscript, as they are not required to be attached to the manuscript at this stage of the editorial process.)

The changes we made:

We removed the supplementary files “References.pdf” from the manuscript under your suggestion. Thanks.
The changes we made:

We carefully checked our article to avoid any problems mentioned above. Thanks a lot.